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Abstract— Many edge bundling techniques (i.e., data simplification as a support for data visualization and decision making) exist but they are not directly applicable to any kind of dataset and their parameters are often too abstract and difficult to set up. As a result, this hinders the user ability to create efficient aggregated visualizations. To address these issues, we investigated a novel way of handling visual aggregation with a task-driven and user-centered approach. Given a graph, our approach produces a decluttered view as follows: first, the user investigates different edge bundling results and specifies areas, where certain edge bundling techniques would provide user-desired results. Second, our system then computes a smooth and structural preserving transition between these specified areas. Lastly, the user can further fine-tune the global visualization with a direct manipulation technique to remove the local ambiguity and to apply different visual deformations. In this paper, we provide details for our design rationale and implementation. Also, we show how our algorithm gives more suitable results compared to current edge bundling techniques, and in the end, we provide concrete instances of usages, where the algorithm combines various edge bundling results to support diverse data exploration and visualizations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Edge bundling techniques have received great interest as a data simplification tool for supporting decision making and data representation [29]. Such techniques help avoid clutter in dense trail-sets and graphs to enhance the visual understanding and exploration.

While many edge bundling techniques exist, it is often challenging for users to produce desirable aggregation results. Some algorithms are too specific to a certain kind of data like small graphs [14] or large datasets [11, 28]. Large graph aggregation methods try to extract hidden global structures, whereas small dataset aggregation methods address readability issues. Other algorithms provide good results with hierarchical data [13], while some are more generally applicable [17]. Besides dealing with this plethora of algorithms, users often struggle to find suitable algorithm parameters to produce effective visual simplifications. Parameter modification often has unpredictable impact on the final edge bundling results and each algorithm produces different visual results with different aggregation parameters. It remains extremely hard to find global parameters that best fit user needs for diverse visualizations. For instance, dense areas require stronger aggregation, while sparse ones need less visual simplification to ensure their readability. Overall, existing techniques are numerous but difficult to understand with complex parameter settings. This hinders the user ability to create desired aggregation results that fulfill the user requirements.

To address these issues, we investigated a novel way to handle visual aggregations with a task-driven [27] and user-centered approach. We do not consider our approach as a new edge bundling technique, but rather as an effective means to take advantage of the existing ones. Since some edge bundling techniques with their associated parameters can produce suitable local visual results, we explored how to combine these local (good) results together into a single visualization. Therefore, we developed an algorithm to produce a coherent (preserving the dataset visual structure), smooth (avoiding significant distortion), and unambiguous (easing readability) transition between these local visual aggregations. Based on these requirements, we summarize our design rationale for our blending algorithm as follows:

- **DR1**: preservation of the inherent visual data structure,
- **DR2**: smooth transition between different aggregated areas to avoid large distortion,
- **DR3**: ensure readability of the graph structures, especially for the regions of interest,
- **DR4**: flexible fine-tuning of the end result.

Our approach aims to produce decluttered view for graph analysis. It works as follows: the user first explores different edge bundling techniques to generate aggregation results for a given graph, and specifies areas, where specific edge bundling techniques provide good results. Second, our system then computes a smooth, structural preserving, and ambiguity-free transition between these specified areas. Lastly, the user can further apply local edge deformation to fine-tune the end result. In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We present the first technique to combine edge bundling results for efficient and coherent data exploration and visualizations. The key contribution is a novel blending method formulated based on a global optimization to combine multiple edge bundling results in a smooth, coherent and ambiguity-free fashion.

We present three extensions to enable users to further explore the blended edge bundling visualizations: (i) edge vector interpolation to adjust the bundling degree in different regions; (ii) customized aggregation to smoothly combine the bundling of local regions or the links between the source and destination nodes with the global structure; and (iii) directly fine-tuning the blended results by interactively manipulating the edges of interest.

- Lastly, we demonstrate the usefulness of our techniques through three use cases, and develop an efficient GPU-based implementation, where users can interactively blend and edit graphs as large as 50K control points in one second.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we first review previous work on edge bundling techniques and discuss existing advanced graph visualization techniques.
2.1 Edge Bundling Techniques

Many types of edge bundling techniques exist. A survey proposed a classification based on the type of dataset and on user tasks [29]. In this section, we will highlight the variety of existing algorithms, while stressing their best usage for a given data type and user expectation.

**Geometric methods.** Some edge bundling techniques are analytically-based, where they first consider the already existing structure of a graph to best display it. This statement best describes the first edge bundling technique, which captures the hierarchical structure of a dataset to display its aggregated visualization [13]. More recent work like the Cactus Tree methods emphasize this type of hierarchical visualization [3] or the common routes [25]. User evaluations have been conducted to assess the best hierarchical simplified visualization for given user tasks [4]. When the statistical inherent data variability of clustered bundled is significant, functional decomposition can be used [18]. Even with a given type of dataset, the abundance of edge bundling techniques might make it difficult for users to find a suitable one for a given task. This motivates the present study to find more flexible and task-driven edge bundling techniques.

**Pixel-based methods.** Recent advances in edge bundling helped to visually simplify large datasets [17]. Pixel-based methods do not directly consider the inherent structure of the data but they make it emerge thanks to data density computation [40]. Advanced GPU techniques help overcome the data size limit [48] with a streaming [28] process. As such, these techniques best fit large datasets. While these techniques are fast [21], their parameters are considered too abstract, and it remains difficult and even impossible to find edge bundling parameters that best fit every aggregated area in a single dataset. This motivates the present study rationale towards readability issues in some aggregated areas.

2.2 Advanced Graph Visualization

To produce high quality graph visualizations, many different techniques have been proposed [50]. Here, we briefly review those closest to our work on constrained graph layout, improving graph readability, and smooth visual transition.

**Constrained graph layout.** Many graph layout techniques exist, such as the traditional spring-electrical model [8, 10] or the stress model [22]. However, most cannot meet some aesthetic metrics [35, 36], e.g., minimizing edge crossings and minimizing node overlap. To address this problem and enhance the flexibility, a variety of constrained graph layout techniques have been proposed [6, 7, 52]. Among them, Wang et al. [52] reformulated the stress model into an edge-vector-based representation, so that various constraints can be modeled. Since edge vectors enable the users to customize the edge orientation and edge length, they have been extended for supporting structure-aware fisheye views [53]. Likewise, we formulate a new optimization model by using edge vectors to preserve the desired structures, while maintaining the smoothness and improved readability in the final results.

**Imposing graph readability.** Graph and trail-set readability is an issue for data exploration and understanding [38]. For instance, confluent drawing uses a power graph decomposition to ensure readability and a non-ambiguity path following in a bundled dataset [1, 43]. Untangling the hairballs of multi-centric, small-world online social media networks [33] has also been studied. Local deformation can be interactively achieved via interactive link curvature in network diagrams [37]. Local deformation can also help in obstacle avoidance and for aesthetics purposes [17]. Our work provides additional tools to support graph and trail-set readability with interactive deformation techniques.

**Smooth visual transition.** Previous works studied transitions between graphs or trail-set layouts. Most existing techniques considered different layouts, where nodes do not have fixed locations [19, 53]. In our work, nodes in the given layouts have fixed locations, and only edges are distorted to ensure a visual simplification. Offline dynamic graph drawing is also a generalization of the smooth transition problem, where the temporal coherence constraint [5, 53] is often enforced. Single [44] or multiple lenses [23] can be used for this purpose of using animation and interaction [39, 45]. The MoleView [19], which uses a dual layout and animation to show bundled and unbundled transitions within a lens, adds flexibility in edge bundling techniques. However, it does not take into account smooth transitions between the dual layouts and a structure-aware constraint. Krüger et al. also considered a multi-layer blending of edge bundling techniques [24] but this technique does not support the blending of a local area. To the best of our knowledge, no previous technique has investigated local smooth blending between bundled results, while this paper fills the gap.

3 SEAMLESS BLENDING OF EDGE BUNDLING RESULTS

Given an unbundled graph drawing or trail set $G = (V, E)$ with vertex set $V$ and edge set $E$, each edge $e_i \in E$ connects two nodes in the form of a straight line by default. Edge bundling techniques often pre-sample each edge into a set of control points at equal intervals, where each control point in edge $e_i$ has a position $x_{e_i} \in \mathbb{R}^2$. In this way, we form a set of edge segments, each in-between a pair of adjacent control points. From now on, we call the control points between vertices on the edges as edge points and vertices in $V$ as nodes. Using these notations, we first briefly describe the straightforward solutions for blending edge bundling results then formulate the problem as an optimization task based on the design rationale described in the introduction.
3.1 Straightforward Solutions

Suppose we have two different bundled results (source and destination layouts) of the same input graph, i.e., same G = (V, E) but different edge point locations. Now, the user wants to specify a sub-region in the source layout and transplant the bundled result inside the sub-region to the destination layout. To facilitate the discussion, we denote \( U = \{ (i, j) \} \) as the set of edge point indices for the whole graph, and \( S \subseteq U \) as the set of edge point indices in the user-selected sub-region.

To achieve this goal, the simplest and most straightforward way is to replace all \( x_{ij} \) in destination layout with \( x'_{ij} \) in source layout for all \( (i, j) \in S \). However, such an approach might not be able to produce smooth layouts, especially for the edges near the boundary between the target sub-region and the remaining region in the layout. Fig. 1 shows an example, where (a) and (b) show the source and destination layouts, respectively. If we directly copy a sub-region from source to destination, we will produce (c), where almost all boundary edges become polylines with large curvatures. Further applying Laplacian smoothing [49] to this result can reduce the sharp boundary edges, but it might significantly change the graph structure, since the bundled structures near the boundary might become unbundled (d). Our method overcomes this issue (e) and further improves readability (f).

Limitations. Though carefully tuning the smoothing parameters might alleviate the structure degradation, the above two-step strategy has three inherent limitations. First, the structures in source and destination layouts often have different degrees of bundling, leading to the challenge of finding adaptive smoothing parameters. For example, the structure of the unbundled part shown in Fig. 1(d) is almost retained, whereas the one in the bundled part is heavily degraded. Second, when two input visualizations have different scales, it is almost impossible to apply a direct replacement because of the different coordinate systems; see an example shown in Fig. 3(a). Lastly, alleviating ambiguities resulting from bundling is a fundamental problem [30], whereas this straightforward solution cannot handle the issue. These limitations motivate the development of a unified framework to produce structure-aware blending of edge bundling results for efficient graph exploration.

3.2 Structure-aware Optimization Framework

To smoothly transplant selected points in \( S \) from source to destination layout, while improving readability, we formulate an optimization framework to solve for edge point positions in the destination layout, \( Z = \{ z_{ij} \} \forall (i, j) \in U \), using the following three-fold objective:

\[
\begin{align*}
\arg\min_{Z} & \sum_{(i, j) \in U \setminus S} \alpha \left\| z_{ij} - x_{ij} \right\|^2 \\
& + \sum_{(i, j) \in S} \beta \left\| z_{ij} - x_{ij} - d_{ij}^{(l)} \right\|^2 \\
& + \sum_{(i, j) \in C} \theta \left\| (1 - \mu_{ij}) z_{ij} - \mu_{ij} x_{ij} \right\|^2,
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

where \( \alpha, \beta, \) and \( \theta \) are weights for each term, \( U \setminus S \) is the index set of the edge points outside the user-selected sub-region (S), \( C \) is the index set of the edge points on the connecting edges that go into the user-selected sub-region (see Fig. 2 for an illustration; note that we have to optimize the positions of these points for edge smoothness); \( x_{ij} \) is an edge point position on the \( l \)-th edge in the given destination layout; whereas \( d_{ij}^{(l)} \) and \( \mu_{ij} \) are to be defined in the constraints presented in the next subsection. Note also that for edge points outside both \( S \) and \( C \), we simply keep their positions as in the given destination layout according to the first term.

Our optimization model consists of three terms (see Eq. (1)), corresponding to two design rationales (DR1: structure preservation and DR2: smooth transition): the first term penalizes the position change of points outside \( S \); the second term is a vector constraint that maintains the structure of the transplanted structures by preserving the edge orientations of the corresponding edge segments; and the last term enforces the smoothness transition, where the bundles are desired to smoothly transit from the changed region to the unchanged regions.

Regarding the readability constraint in DR3, it is taken as a post-processing step that alleviates the ambiguity of the regions of interest in the final blended result, and thus, Eq. (1) does not have the related term. In the following, we will describe each term in Eq. (1) and how the readability constraint is formulated.

3.3 Structural and Smoothness Constraint

This subsection presents the three terms in Eq. (1) successively:

**Position-based constraint.** To preserve the unselected points in \( U \), specifically those connected to the edge points in \( S \) on the same edge, we penalize the position change by using the first term in Eq. (1).

**Edge-vector-based constraint.** We also need to preserve the transplanted structures, where the position-based constraint is not in use for two reasons. First, the absolute positions of the edge points are not important for this task, which calls for an intrinsic structure representation. Second, directly inserting the selected regions to the destination layout is meaningless, if the two layouts have different scales. Here, we introduce the edge-vector-based constraint by defining

\[
d_{ij}^{(l+1)} = d - \frac{x'_{ij} - x'_{ij+1}}{\left\| x'_{ij} - x'_{ij+1} \right\|},
\]

(2)

where \( x'_{ij} \) is the position of an edge point in the source layout and \( d \) is the edge segment length in the destination layout. In this way, the transplanted edges can naturally adapt to the scale of the destination layout, while preserving the original direction. Fig. 3(a) shows an example, where the source and destination edges have different scales, and yet, our approach can consistently combine them and produce the result shown at the bottom of Fig. 3(a).

**Smoothness constraint.** To follow DR3, we define the smoothness constraint by using the Laplacian operator:

\[
x'_{ij} = \frac{(x'_{ij-1} + x'_{ij+1} + x'_{ij+1})}{3},
\]

where \( x'_{ij} \) denotes the position of the \( i \)-th node in the \( l \)-th edge at the \( l \)-th iteration. However, this scheme assumes all edge segments have
the same density, which is unlikely the case for layouts with different degrees of bundling. Accordingly, we define a weight \( \mu_{ij} \) to take into account the length difference between adjacent edge segments:

\[
\mu_{ij} = \frac{||s_{ij} - s_{i,j-1}||}{||s_{i,j+1} - s_{i,j}||},
\]

and formulate the smoothness term in the third term of Eq. (1).

Fig. 1(c) shows a result produced by using the three terms in Eq. (1). We can see that the transplanted structure taken from Fig. 1(a) can seamlessly blend with the unbounded layout in Fig. 1(b), where only a small amount of edge points have large curvatures, since they are at the intersections between many differently-oriented edges.

### 3.4 Readability Constraint

Graph readability is affected by three major problems [51]: (i) node-edge occlusion, (ii) edge ambiguity, and (iii) small edge crossing angles (see Fig. 4(a,c,e)). As highlighted by the top black box in Fig. 1(f), the bundling structure in our blended result also suffers from these problems. To relieve the first problem, Luo et al. [30] detect node-edge occlusion and then route the edge away from the unrelated nodes during the edge bundling. Since detecting ambiguity in the whole graph is very expensive, this technique is mainly applied to small subgraphs of interest shown in another detailed view. In this work, we extend our optimization framework to improve the readability of regions of interest so as to respect the design rationale DR3 (ensure readability of the graph structures).

In analogy to the blending task, \( S \) is the edge point set in the region of interest and \( U \) is the entire edge point set. As illustrated in Fig. 4, to address these readability problems, we have to manipulate the related edge points of the selected edges or around the user-selected region. To do so, we can readily customize \( s_{ij} \) and \( d_{ij} \) in our optimization framework (Eq. (1)) for each case as shown in Fig. 4.

**Node-Edge occlusion.** For each edge \( e_l \) in the region of interest, we follow Luo et al. [30] to detect if \( e_l \) passes near any unrelated node in the graph; if it does, we compute the target position \( p_l \) for the related edge point on \( e_l \) (see Fig. 4(a)), map the neighbors of the edge point to the positions around \( p_l \), and set them as \( s_{ij} \) using the first term in Eq. (1). Fig. 4(a) shows an example, where node \( v \) is too close to edge \( l \). After applying our optimization, the occlusion can be avoided in the refined result (see Fig. 4(b)), while the edge is smooth.

Node \( v \) can also be generalized as a complex cluster, represented by a convex hull, where readability might reduce when edges go through the hull of the cluster. Fig. 3(b) shows such an example, where the unrelated blue edges might distract the user’s attention. To address this issue, we project these edges to the boundary of the convex hull and use the projected edge point as \( x_{i,j} \) in the first term of Eq. (1). The bottom part of Fig. 3(b) shows the optimized result, where the blue edges can be re-routed to avoid the convex hull.

**Edge congestion.** Fig. 4(c) shows an edge congestion case, where edge connectivity becomes ambiguous. To this end, we find edge \( e_k \) \( k \neq l \) for each edge point \( x_{i,j} \) that meets the following two requirements: (i) edges \( e_k \) and \( e_l \) neither cross each other nor have the same endpoints, otherwise they should be bundled together; and (ii) there exists a point (say the \( j \)-th point) on edge \( e_k \) such that the distance between \( x_{i,j} \) and \( x_{j,k} \) is smaller than a given threshold \( r \). If such point \( x_{j,k} \) is found, we set its corresponding \( d_{k,j} \) in Eq. (1) by

\[
d_{k,j} = r, x_{j,k} - x_{i,j} = \frac{x_{j,k} - x_{i,j}}{||x_{j,k} - x_{i,j}||}.
\]

As shown in Figs. 4(c,d), assigning such vectors to the relevant points on \( e_k \) (and also \( e_l \)) in the second term of Eq. (1) can displace the two edges away from each other to resolve the ambiguity.

**Edge crossing angle.** When two edges cross each other, having a large crossing angle leads to better graph readability [15]. Hence, we maximize the crossing angle for such edge pairs in the region of interest. To do so, we first find the intersecting edge pairs then calculate the edge crossing angles \( \omega \) between them. If \( \omega \) is smaller than a threshold \( \phi \) (\( \phi = \pi/6 \) by default), we compute the orientation of the related edge segments, like the two edge segments defined by points \( \{ x_{i,j}, x_{j,k} \} \) on \( e_j \) and \( \{ x_{i,j}, x_{j,k} \} \) on \( e_k \), we set their corresponding vectors in Eq. (1) to improve their readability (see also Fig. 4(c)) as

\[
d_{i,j} = (x_{i,j+1} - x_{i,j}) \oplus (\pi/4 - \omega/2),
\]

\[
d_{k,j} = (x_{j,k+1} - x_{j,k}) \oplus (\pi/4 - \omega/2),
\]

where \( \oplus \) denotes a clockwise and \( \oplus \) a counter-clockwise rotation. Figs. 4(e,f) show examples, where the two edges become almost perpendicular to each other, after the optimization.

It can be noted that two angles in Eq. (5) can be defined in different ways for different applications. For example, to explore edges of interest, one would often like to maintain their orientations, while rotating the intersected edges to maximize the crossing angles.
4 Exploration of the Blended Result

In this section, we present three extensions that assist users to interactively blend and edit edge bundling visualizations, for supporting efficient exploration of large graphs and trails.

4.1 Edge Vector Interpolation

A typical interaction for seamless blending of edge bundling results is to combine parts from different results together in a single layout; see an example in Fig. 1. To help users explore the blended results, we introduce edge vector interpolation that allows users to generate results with varying degrees of bundling in different regions.

Supposing we have a blended layout generated by fusing two bundled layouts, the vector of a certain edge segment inside the user-selected region is \( \mathbf{v}_{ij}^{\text{user}} \) in one layout and \( \mathbf{v}_{ij}^{\text{other}} \) in the other. Given the weight \( \omega \), the new edge vector of this segment becomes

\[
\mathbf{v}_{ij}^{\text{blended}} = \tau \mathbf{v}_{ij}^{\text{user}} + (1 - \tau) \mathbf{v}_{ij}^{\text{other}},
\]

where \( \tau \) is a parameter between 0 and 1.

4.2 Customized Aggregation

By combining the method with an existing edge bundling technique, the user can analyze the local structures by bundling the edges within the local regions or between the source and destination nodes.

Fig. 8. (a) The unbundled input; (b) the result generated by global bundling, where the two edge sets are mixed together; (c) the result generated by only bundling the segments inside the selected region (note the discontinuity); and (d) our optimized local bundling result.

Fig. 9. Path bundling. (a) Input unbundled layout (red boxes are the user-marked origins and destinations); (b) our path bundling result; and (c) our result further enhanced by applying the readability constraints to alleviate the node-edge occlusion, edge congestion and small edge crossing angle issues.
5 Rendering

To add flexibility to our blended results, we adopt an additional post-processing step for fine-tuning (DR4). Inspired by the first edge bundling method, which concentrated edges [31] and its extension with Sankey diagrams [46], we apply the following post-processing techniques to improve the rendering style of the aggregated edges.

Density computation and rendering. Sankey diagrams [46] visually encode a specific data dimension using the edge width (i.e., the flow map of French wine exports [Minard, 1864]). Such visual coding has been applied to edge bundling techniques with trails, gazes, and graph data sets, where the edge width depicts the aggregated edge density [34]. Image-based visualization technique [16] can also be applied to improve the displayed edge width. Telea et al. [42] used the distance transformation [41] to emphasize the border of the bundled edges by darkening edges according to their distances to the center line of the cluster being considered. While this technique shows relevant visual improvement, it needs to be applied to each bundle separately, which is computationally challenging for numerous given clusters. To address this issue, we extend these previous techniques to make them flexible for application to complex and dense datasets (see Fig. 12).

First, we compute a density map using kernel density estimation [40]. We use a raster map of 400 by 400 pixels and an 11-pixel-radius Gaussian kernel (other parameters can apply; we provide here a good compromise between computation time and rendering quality). Each edge is then re-sampled with 200 points. Second, we compute the local edge density and average the raster map density value along the considered edge. We empirically use three points before and after the considered local density to map the corresponding average value with the edge width [17]. Finally, we emphasize the edges by drawing a one-pixel-width line on its border.

6 Implementation

To support an interactive exploration, we implemented a CUDA-based conjugate gradient (CG) solver for solving Eq. (7) and used OpenGL for rendering. For a graph of n edge points, the time complexity of our method depends on the one of the CG algorithm [53], which is \(O(n^{1.3})\), while the space complexity is \(O(n^2)\). For more implementation details about CUDA-based CG solver, please refer to Wang et al. [52, 53].

Three edge bundling techniques are employed for graph aggregation, such as kernel density estimation-based edge bundling (KDEEB) [17], FFT-based edge bundling (FFTEB) [28], and skeleton-based edge bundling (SBEB) [9]. By running on the NVIDIA GTX1080 graphics card with 8GB video memory, our system can handle graphs of up to 3.5K edges and 50K edge points in less than three seconds.

Since the computation time of producing initial edge bundling results varies too much [29], we only take into account the bundle blending time to assess the performance of our method. In Fig. 11, we report the...
Fig. 12. These visualizations are created using different edge bundling methods and rendering styles for presenting recorded aircraft trajectories over France during one day. From left to right, the visual simplification varies from no simplification to a significant one. The width of edge segments encodes the edge density, and the top row displays the edge segments with high densities on top so that the main bundles are more clearly shown, while the bottom row displays the edges in a reverse way. The last column shows a strong aggregation with high transparency, where the main air flows are more clearly shown. From these various rendering and edge bundling methods, the user can decide which part of each visualization best shows the relevant information and combine them together by using our blending method. For example, the regions with labels ‘2-5’ are selected to blend with the original layout with the label ‘1’ together, formed the result shown in Fig. 12(b).

timing measurements, where three different datasets (US-airlines, US-migration, and France-airlines) with varying numbers of edges were tested. We can see that our method proves to be fast with a computation time of just a few seconds, even for the most complex blending case. Also, Fig. 11 shows that the algorithm run time scales linearly with the number of edges, but we cannot consider that our method can handle any dataset size due to the GPU memory limitation.

7 Applications

In this section we demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed technique to support data exploration and presentation through different use cases. Every example targets the same issue: how to remove local clutter to better understand and read the presented information. The first use case shows how the proposed algorithm can support origin-destination features to perform a local simplification with different edge bundling techniques. The next use case presents the visualization of a trail set and its simplified version with dense and coarse areas. The last example supports the flexibility of our technique with its applicability to different graph deformations: edge bundling and fisheye technique.

7.1 Aircraft Trajectories Composition

In this example, we considered the visualization of one day (Friday, 22nd of February, 2008) of recorded aircraft trajectories over France. This dataset contains 17,851 flight trajectories with 427,651 records. This trail set has been extensively explored in the past with many discoveries in terms of traffic structure and density [16]. Many edge bundling techniques have also been applied but no previous work has investigated how to best visualize various aggregated areas. Considering Fig. 12, some areas with different bundling parameters better display flow specificity: Paris area (box number 3) with average bundling aggregation and high density on the top, west part of France (box number 2) with low density on the top, Corsica area (box number 4) with strong bundling, and center of France (box number 5) with high bundling parameters and high transparency. By using our blending method, we managed to produce a single aggregated view with smooth and ambiguity-free transition between different bundling results and their renderings. Fig. 13 shows the end result, where flow aggregations are more visible compared to the original flow visualization. Our method blends all the parts and insures a smooth transition between them.

To assess the quality in terms of the encoded information, we asked practitioners to comment on Fig. 13. We asked two air traffic controllers (10 and 15 years of experience) to give their opinions regarding the veracity of the aggregated flows and also to compare our composed image with the original one. The main comments were that the aggregated view shows the major air flow but some trails are too distorted compared to the actual ones. The aggregated view is clear with more empty space which eases its comprehension. The Corsica area clearly shows the main flow compared to the original data. The central part of France also better shows the main flows. Overall, the negative comments are generally applicable to the edge bundling issues but there are no complaints about the transition between the various aggregated areas and the resulting view is considered as informative and appealing in terms of visual quality.

7.2 Origin Destination

Origin-Destination (OD) flows show connections between areas of interest on a map. Visualization of such subsets may require visual simplification when the dataset is too large, and thus, create severe overlap [12, 47]. In this example, we show how our algorithm supports the blending of graph aggregations and OD flow filtering.

Fig. 14 shows the investigation of the US-migration dataset. Here, users are allowed to select nodes of interest as origin or destination by adding purple dashed boxes to the original graph (Fig. 14). The user first investigated the original graph (Fig. 14(a)) with the OD flows between two major cities in yellow and a global bundled result (Fig. 14(b)). We can see that the OD flow between the two major cities might be mis-bundled together with other links, especially the ones in the black box, since many overlapped edges in Fig. 14(a) disappear.

To further check if edge congestion results in ambiguity, we applied the path bundling here. Specifically, the algorithm first bundles the OD flow separately, then bundles the edges going through the region of the OD flow shown in the blue box, and finally blend these two bundled results with the fully bundled graph version. This simplified vicinity ensures a better readability of the investigated OD flow. As a final stage, the user can further adjust the OD vicinity transparency to even reduce any unwanted small bundle, and thus, remove extra clutter. Fig. 14(c) shows the final result of our investigated graph with the highlight of a specific OD flow.
Fig. 14. This example shows the usage of the origin-destination feature. (a) The original US migration dataset with the links in yellow between the selected source and destination nodes, and the bounding box of these links in blue; (b) the bundled result generated by applying the KDEEB algorithm [17] to (a); and (c) further aggregated result by our method, where the ambiguity between edges shown in the black box is resolved.

Fig. 13. (a) Original data of the one-day aircraft trajectory record over France. Red boxes show areas, where our method blended different edge bundling results from Fig. 12 to compose the final image shown in (b). (b) Final result produced by our blending method, which takes into account the selected area (red boxes in (a)) using different renderings and edge bundling parameters. Our method insures smooth transitions between areas and also avoids ambiguity.

7.3 Structure-aware Fisheye Views

In the case of general graph exploration, complicated graph structures lead to excessive visual clutter for dense regions. To address this issue, fisheye views [26] have been widely used to show the focal regions with the global context in a single view via space distortion. Although a few fisheye techniques [5, 53] have been proposed to reduce the spatial distortion and improve graph readability, the occlusion between unrelated edges and the regions of interest is still an impediment to the comprehension of local graph structures [51]. Thanks to the blending method, such occlusion can be readily removed by applying the optimization with the readability constraint. As shown in Fig. 3(b), we can first bundle the related edges and re-route them along the outline of the zoomed focal area.

Here, we used the FOOTBALL [51] dataset with 115 players (nodes), 613 relations (edges), and 12 clusters to demonstrate the effectiveness of our technique in improving the fisheye view. Fig. 15(a) shows the initial layout generated by Force Atlas2 [20], where the detail of each cluster cannot be clearly shown. To explore the red cluster in the middle of the layout, the cluster fisheye lens is applied, resulting in the layout shown in Fig. 15(b). However, there are many long edges crossing this cluster, hindering users from discerning the connection between nodes of this cluster. Accordingly, we applied the technique that further routes such unrelated edges away from the convex hull of this cluster and obtained the result as shown in Fig. 15(c).

After examining the red cluster, the user would like to further explore
the gray cluster and compare its local structure with the one in the red cluster. Hence, we first applied a polyfocal lens [33] to simultaneously magnify both regions and employed our technique to route the unrelated edges in both focal areas; see the result in Fig. 15(d). We can see that although the gray cluster has a similar number of nodes with the red one, the gray cluster is much denser, which is almost a complete subgraph. This example shows how the proposed technique can help graph exploration with improved graph readability.

8 DISCUSSION
As far as we know, this study provides the first edge bundling composition algorithm taking into account local constraints. This adds flexibility for the user to flexibly produce fine-tuned visual aggregation results that cannot be easily achieved before. Since the algorithm tries to find a suitable transition between two layouts, the user can easily predict the end result. As such, the algorithm does not act as a black box and shows the user expected results as long as the two layouts do not have larger difference. Even if this algorithm remains relative intuitive, it does not solve the edge bundling parameter complexity. Edge bundling parameters are often obscure and the users often struggle to find suitable edge bundling parameters to produce desirable results. These issues remain pertinent for existing edge bundling techniques [32, 54] in general, and shall be addressed in the future with more intuitive and predictive edge bundling algorithms.

It should be noted that this technique does not provide a novel edge bundling algorithm but rather takes advantage of existing ones. As such, our method is an edge bundling agnostic technique. It can handle any kind of distortion techniques. In the flight dataset use case, we applied the method with common pixel-based edge bundling technique, but other methods could be readily considered. Our method can also take into account any kind of layout algorithms, indeed a use case with a fisheye distortion combined with an edge bundling technique is shown in Fig. 15. In terms of limitations, our method tries to find a suitable optimization to fulfill smoothness, coherence, and ambiguity-free constraints. If there are heavy overlaps among edges in the destination layout, our method may produce cluttered blending results (see Fig. 16). In the future, we plan to further model edge-edge overlap into the readability constraint.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored how to leverage existing edge bundling techniques by flexibly aggregating their layout results to produce the final one. Rather than providing a novel edge bundling technique, we proposed to take advantage of existing ones and to provide novel tools to the user to build efficient aggregation results of graphs or trail-sets. Here, we developed an algorithm and a processing pipeline to blend subsets of graph or trail-set layout in a smooth and coherent way. The user can define areas of interest and compose them into a final single view. The algorithm will then process a smooth transition between the blended parts with limited edge distortion. Furthermore, we considered removing ambiguity when edges overlap with nodes and we added three interactive extensions to locally deform, and thus, fine-tune the end result with addition distortion. Finally, we provide a post processing rendering layer to sort the edges and assign edges with a width and a color coding. Overall, the processing pipeline gives the user further flexibility as demonstrated through graph and trail-set examples.

While the pipeline is flexible, some additional features may be considered. Currently, the pipeline only supports the blending of two layers, and some additional work is needed where more than two overlapping layers are to be blended. This technique best fits edge bundling algorithms, since the layout does not differ significantly. We can extend the algorithm to consider the change of end point location to be more generally applicable to any kind of graph layout algorithm. Last, our approach allows users to create a custom edge bundling, but it has a potential for misuse, where users could only show the bundled edges that are supportive of their argument/hypothesis. In the future, we would like to visualize the uncertainty of bundled results by showing which parts have been bundled and how much.
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![Fig. 16. This figure shows one of our method limitation when blending too divergent graph layouts. (a) the original US Migration dataset; (b) the bundled version of this dataset; (c) our output; and (d) a magnified view of our blending method with strong edge-edge overlap.]


